The Student Resource Scheme covers resources and textbooks. All elective subjects incur an additional fee. Please go to our website for further information. Students will be issued with an invoice for their Student Resource Scheme Fee and Subject Fees at the beginning of 2017.

In addition to normal stationery supplies, all students will require all of the following items to be able to participate fully in their classes:

- 1 whiteboard marker
- Earphones
- $20 iTunes credit on each child’s iTunes account for students participating in the BYOx iPad program

### ART
1 2B and 4B pencil, 1 set of 24 Watercolour Pencils (Staedtler or Aquarelle brand preferable), 1 visual diary A4 size, 1 black fine point pen, 1 pencil sharpener, Size 10-12 pointed brush, 1 canvas, a digital camera (an advantage BUT not mandatory)

### INFORMATION COMMUNICATION (ICT) AND EXTENSION TECHNOLOGY (ITX)
1 x Set of headphones with microphone for ICT- placed in a zip lock bag with student’s name written on the bag USB thumb drive

### APPLIED ART
1 2B and 1 4B pencil, 1 set of 24 Watercolour Pencils (Staedtler or Aquarelle brand preferable), black fine point pen, 1 pencil sharpener, 1 visual diary A4, a digital camera (an advantage BUT not mandatory)

### JAPANESE
1 x 240 page exercise book, 1 x 10mm grid book, 1 x A4 display folder, Japanese/English/English/Japanese dictionary (optional for home use). 1 x itomo 3 / 4 Activity Book

### BUSINESS STUDIES
Calculator, 1 display folder

### MATHEMATICS
1 x 240 - 320 page A4 exercise book, compasses, protractor, graph paper and A4 paper (for exams). Scientific calculator Casio FX 82 recommended, black whiteboard marker

### DANCE
1 exercise book (96 pages), theatre blacks/dance wear (PE shorts are not acceptable), 1 CD as required

### MUSIC
1 Olympic 96 page music book, 1 manila folder, 1 large Manuscript Book

### DRAMA
1 thick A4 exercise book, 1 wallet folder, theatre blacks - long, black, loose pants or leggings and black T-shirt or skivvy

### INTRODUCTION BUILDING & CONSTRUCTION
1 HB pencil, leather or fully covered vinyl shoes must be worn in workshops, 1 exercise book, A4 plastic wallet, 1 pair clear safety glasses

### DRAWING
2B, 4B and 6B pencils, 3 black fine point pens, 2 x A4 visual diaries (1 per semester), 1 set 24 Aquarel watercolour pencils, 1 set felt tipped pens (textas), sharpener, eraser, ruler. N.B. students must have their own equipment because they may not be having their classes in the Art Building.

### INTRODUCTION ENGINEERING SKILLS
Leather or fully covered vinyl shoes must be worn in workshops, A4 exercise book, pen, A4 plastic wallet, 1 pair clear safety glasses

### ENGINEERING & DESIGN
A4 visual diary, A4 plastic wallet, USB.

### ENGLISH
1 x 240 page exercise book (covered), 1 manila folder, 25 sheets of loose leaf A4, 1 dictionary for home use.

### SCIENCE
1 X 240 page exercise book (not spiral bound), safety glasses (optional), HB pencils, preferably pacers (pens are not permitted in the Science labs), graph paper

### HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION
1 X 96 paged ruled book, royal blue P.E. shorts or, for girls, royal blue briefs/bike shorts/athletic shorts and a hat.

### GEOGRAPHY ELECTIVE
1 X 92 page A4 exercise book per semester & 1 manila folder per semester plus a set of colour pencils

### FOOD MAJOR
1 x A4 96 paged ruled book, 1 x plastic sleeve (to protect recipe book).

### HISTORY
1 X 92 page A4 exercise book per semester & 1 manila folder per semester plus a set of colour pencils

### UNIT MATHEMATICS
1 x A4 exercise book

### OIL PENS AND LIQUID PAPER ARE NOT TO BE BROUGHT TO SCHOOL

***INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC PROGRAM:*** (for students in Instrumental Program only)

BLUE A4 DISPLAY FOLDER

AN ADDITIONAL CHARGE OF $60.00 IS PAYABLE AT THE OFFICE